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JOYSTICKS
1-axis: MAP2, MAP2L,MAS2, MAS2L, 

MAC2, MAC2L, MANP5

2 or 3-axis: JS, JC, JP, MANP2-3-4

ARMREST

RADIO REMOTE CONTROL

Scanreco G2B/G3 RRC with 

Maxi or Mini transmitter

FORKLIFTS - Components

CONTROL UNIT

STUi, MDE, MDC

CLG-F

For forklifts equipped with 
boom crane

LOAD LIMITER DEVICE
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Our range of manipulators includes different solutions:

- MAP2 / MAS2 / MAC2: single-axis joysticks, available respectively with PWM, signal and CAN bus outputs.
They can be supplied with simple knob or finger joystick ("L" version) and with spring return or mechanical friction.

- JP / JS / JC: 2 and 3-axis joysticks, available respectively with PWM, signal or CAN bus outputs.
These manipulators can be customized with a wide range of push buttons, switches, rocker switches and thumbwheels.

- MANP: potentiometric joysticks on a single axis (MANP5), on two axes (MANP2), on three axes (MANP3) or on two
axes with Hall effect (MANP4). 

Joysticks

The range of our Scanreco radio remote controls includes proportional systems with Maxi or Mini transmitters, with 

linear levers or cross joysticks, with or without display.
Receivers can have signal, ratiometric or PWM outputs. CAN bus is available, as standard, on all receivers. 

Furthermore, a more compact, CAN bus only receiver can be supplied on request.
The Scanreco radio can control both the maneuvers and the traction of the forklift.

Radio remote control

Faber-Com control units are able to interface with all the components of the forklift (engine, manipulators, transducers, 

etc...) by reading the analogue and digital signals or the information on the CAN bus network. 
Thanks to their power outputs (PWM or on/off), they can command the maneuvers of the forklift or activate other 

functions (such as engine start, lights, etc...).

Through our STUi, MDC and MDE cards, it is also possible to implement functionalities such as the fork levelling, the 

management of the dead man, the lifting height check and so on.
Each control unit differs from the others for its hardware configuration.

Furthermore, the CAN bus interface allows to communicate with some types of engines in order to send requests (like 

the acceleration) or to simply read their status.

Control unit

The load limiter control unit (CLG-F) is an electronic device for the forklifts that are equipped with a boom crane: in fact, these 

machines are subjected to the current regulation about the safety of mobile cranes. 
This is due to the fact that the boom crane extends the center of gravity of the forklift over the lenght of the forks, 

implying more risks during the use of the vehicle.
The overturning moment is calculated using one or two pressure transducers placed inside the tilt cylinder or, 

alternatively, inside the lifting cylinder (it depends on the machine configuration). The pressure measured by the 

transducer is compared with the previously set maximum threshold for the forklift and, together with the other digital 

inputs checking the working configuration, determines whether the machine can safely work. 
The consent to operate is given by an on-off output to be used to block the machine through the dump valve or to inhibit 

dangerous maneuvers.

Load limiter device

Armrest

Fully customizable according to the requirements of each application and compatible with most seat types, Faber-Com 

multifuncion armrest allows to integrate in a unique device all the functions for the control of the machine.

FORKLIFTS - Components
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